FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
EasilyDo Mail for Android Puts Unparalleled Speed & Intelligence Back in Your Inbox
#1 Independent Mail App Now Available on Android for Faster, Simpler, Smarter Management of
Expenses, Shopping, and Travel; Plus One-Click Unsubscribe from Junk and More

February 16, 2017 -- San Jose, CA -- EasilyDo, the artificial intelligence company that helps
people save time and get things done, today announced that its award-winning Email app is
now available for Android at the Google Play Store. Email by EasilyDo is a faster, simpler, and
smarter mail experience for Android.
Mail remains the most used app on the smartphone. The efficiency and intelligence we all felt
using email early on has since given way to complex feature sets and constant attempts to
reinvent the way email works. Email for Android makes mail the way it should be--intelligent and
worthy of the managing the most important information in our lives--without cutting any corners.
Engineered to deliver the fastest and an always reliable mail experience, Email ensures you get
the most out of time spent in all your inboxes. The app’s seamless design and built-in intelligent
assistant enhances how quickly you get things done. Thoughtful features include quick search,
one click unsubscribe, undo sent mail, real-time travel alerts, at-a-glance package tracking, and
receipt organization.
Email offers even more time saving abilities for Android Nougat users, including: message
grouping in notifications, quick reply from notifications, and access to launcher shortcuts for
searching all inboxes or drafting a new message. Android Wear smartwatch users can reply
with voice and receive notifications with Email, while Gmail users who enjoy bundling
functionality will also have support from the app.
“We are on a mission to improve communications by making mail more intelligent. We have
benchmarked every mail app and done all the work to make sure that Email is the fastest and
most intelligent available for mobile users,” said Mikael Berner, CEO at EasilyDo.
Android users seeking an alternative to leading mail apps that don’t deliver on speed, stability or
security can now turn to Email by EasilyDo. Email consistently ranks #1 among independent
mail apps in the Apple App Store and has amassed a loyal group of daily active users.
Introducing Email for Android
Email by EasilyDo is built from the ground up to deliver unparalleled speed, no more tapping in
your inbox and waiting for a new message to load. Up-to-the-moment emails pop up lightning
fast! No need to relearn a new design, Email delivers a clean and intuitive interface to keep
things simple and let you manage all of your accounts in one place.
Finally, no worries about misplacing that important mail message, you know, the one you need
right now—a state of the art intelligent assistant is built-in to find what you need. Search by

keyword, name, and phrase, or access smart folders that automatically house your expenses,
shopping, and travel information.
Email works with major mail accounts, including: Gmail, Outlook Mail, Yahoo! Mail, Hotmail,
Office/Office 365, AOL, and IMAP. Support for Exchange will be coming to Android soon!
Key Features:
●
Unsubscribe from junk mail - Manage mail subscriptions in one place, with one tap.
●
Undo sent mail – No regrets. Take mail back even after it’s sent.
●
Quick search for mobile mail - Filter information by keywords.
●
Organized travel with real-time alerts - Flights, hotels, and more in one place!
●
Package tracking and alerts - Manage your shipments at a glance.
●
Manage expenses and receipts - Easily maintain order of your bills and purchases.
Download screenshots, logos, and images of Email for Android here.
Download Email by EasilyDo at Google Play Store and Apple App Store.
###
About Email by EasilyDo
Email for iOS and Android was created by EasilyDo, Inc., an artificial intelligence company with
a mission to transform how people get things done by presenting the right information at the
right time. Founded in 2011 by Mikael Berner, former CEO of BeVocal, and Hetal Pandya,
former Director at Nuance. Headquartered in San Jose, CA, EasilyDo, Inc. is backed by
Mayfield and USVP.
For more information, please visit www.easilydomail.com. Follow us on Twitter & Instagram
@EasilyDo.
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